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 E X T R E M I S  U S A

N o r t h  A m e r i c a  S t o c k  L i s t

Select finishes and sizes from the collections are stocked in Michigan. 
Quantities of less than 5  can ship from our warehouse within 3 weeks 

or less.

Please note, stock is never guaranteed and is subject to availability upon receipt of a purchase order.
Availability subject to change daily.

This list will be updated weekly. Please contact julia@extremis.com 
for any questions about stock availability

© All our designs are original creations and protected by intellectual property rights.
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4

LEGS WITH PARASOL HOLES
Outer dimensions (l x w x h): 298 x 160 x 74 cm - 8 people 
The wooden Hopper picnic has a galvanized steel frame 
Should always be combined with the Hopper shade connection option - assembly to Hopper legs (HSH014)

IROKO
Tropical hardwood 
tabletop & benches

REED GREEN
RAL6013

HOW118 3 pc(s)

Hopper picnic 300 Dirk Wynants

Hopper is a more functional solution for a classic concept: the picnic table. 
The bent leg feature eliminates the awkward straddle of climbing over the 
benches. Aluminium or steel legs in combination with class I hardwoods ensure 
material longevity while the attached benches offer a clean aesthetic at all 
times. If you prefer a mono-material picnic table, you can opt for Hopper AA, 
our All Aluminium version.

STANDARD LEGS
Outer dimensions (l x w x h): 298 x 160 x 74 cm - 8 people 
The wooden Hopper picnic has a galvanized steel frame

PROTECTION FELT
For indoor use

HOP-FELT.ai

Anthracite felt 
1 set: 4 pieces

HOP022 7 pc(s)

IROKO
Tropical hardwood 
tabletop & benches

GALVANIZED STEEL HOW052 3 pc(s)

WHITE
RAL9016

HOW050 1 pc(s)
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Inumbra Dirk Wynants

Inumbra is unique because of its pure aesthetics. The mechanical parts of this 
umbrella are positioned at the top, resulting in a flat canopy that catches less 
wind than typical convex shapes. In a wind tunnel test it resisted winds up to 
gale force 8 on the Beaufort scale, but we advise you to close it at force 6 (you 
will hear the cords whistling). When paired with Gargantua or Pantagruel pic-
nic, the umbrella pole is fastened to the tabletop. This looks clean and is also 
practical, as no legroom is lost under the table. The combination makes it the 
sturdiest terrace set you have ever seen.

INUMBRA MEDIUM
Outer dimensions (ø): 350 cm 
High-tech polyester fabric + Stainless steel pole 
Cover included

INU-350.ai

WHITE
Fabric

INU001 10 pc(s)

CONNECTION PIECE

INU-CONNECTION-PIECE.ai

Stainless steel 
To combine with Gargantua or Pantagruel

INU007 8 pc(s)

FLOOR FASTENING
Outer dimensions (ø x h) 
Stainless steel parasol base 
Anchoring materials not included

INU-PARASOL-BASE.ai

LOW
Parasol base 
25 x 67 cm

INU009 1 pc(s)
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Inumbrina Dirk Wynants

The major difference between Inumbra and Inumbrina lies in how they are ope-
rated. When converting to a thinner and lighter central pole, the challenge was 
to replace the handle and spindle system. Our technical team came up with an 
ingenious pulley and rope system. Opening and closing the parasol with a rope 
turns out to be really easy, and even faster! Although the parasol can withstand 
wind speeds of up to 8 on the Beaufort scale, it is advisable to close it sooner 
(from wind speed 6 as a rule of thumb).

INUMBRINA LARGE
ø380 cm 
High-tech polyester fabric + Stainless steel pole 
Cover included

INI-LARGE.ai

WHITE
Fabric

INI001 1 pc(s)

CONNECTION OPTIONS FOR INUMBRINA LARGE

INI-CONNECTION-PIECE.ai

CONNECTION PIECE
Stainless steel 

To combine with Gargantua or Pantagruel
INI010 1 pc(s)

INI-LARGE-PARASOL-BASE.ai

FLOOR FASTENING
Stainless steel parasol base 

Anchoring materials not included
INI011 2 pc(s)

INUMBRINA MEDIUM
ø320 cm 
High-tech polyester fabric + Stainless steel pole 
Cover included

INI-MEDIUM.ai

WHITE
Fabric

INI007 5 pc(s)

CONNECTION OPTIONS FOR INUMBRINA MEDIUM

INI-SMALL-MEDIUM-PARASOL-BASE.ai

FLOOR FASTENING
Stainless steel parasol base 

Anchoring materials not included
INI014 6 pc(s)
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Pantagruel picnic Dirk Wynants

The Pantagruel round picnic table seats eight. The frame is available in a 
powder coated or galvanized finish. When combined with the wood used for 
the tabletop and benches it forms a durable outdoor picnic set. Pantagruel also 
features a Lazy Susan, to take the hard work out of passing food and drinks 
around.

Outer dimensions (ø x h): 227 x 75 cm

PAN-PICNIC.ai

BLACK + IROKO
RAL9005 + Tropical hardwood

PAN008 6 pc(s)

WHITE + HELLWOOD
RAL9016 + Thermally treated wood

PAN001 4 pc(s)
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Picnik Dirk Wynants & Xavier Lust

Picnik is made from a single sheet of aluminum, cut and bent to shape with 
zero waste. The form seats two people comfortably at the tabletop and 
withstands the harshest of the elements outdoors. A perfect example of ‘form 
follows function’, Picnik is a true design classic in the Extremis collection.

STANDARD FEET
Outer dimensions (l x w x h): 147 x 95 x 75 cm 
Structured powder coated aluminium

PN.ai

WHITE
RAL9016

PIC001 3 pc(s)
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Sticks Hsu-Li Teo & Stefan Kaiser

This space divider is ideal for creating a feeling of privacy in a garden or on a 
balcony without losing the sense of freedom typical of open spaces. Use Sticks 
indoors to adapt the look of a room or office arrangement entirely to your 
own taste. You can also choose which and how many rods you use and create 
various degrees of transparency, color combinations or differences in length. 
Delivered with optional feet for delicate floors. Rubber can cause stains on de-
licate surfaces. We recommend to use the feet if placed indoors. Use a wooden 
base on carpet floor. 
 
Combine a base + rods to compose your favorite sticks.

STANDARD BASES
Outer dimensions (l x w x h): 60 x 30 x 5 cm 
Rods not included

SB63.ai

RUBBER STI076 19 pc(s)

NATURAL WOOD STI061 12 pc(s)

RODS FOR STANDARD & CURVED BASES

SS.ai

150 CM
White

STI012 13 pc(s)

180 CM
White

STI013 5 pc(s)



Get in touch

Extremis Inc - North America

239 Northland Drive NE
Rockford MI 49341
UNITED STATES
Tel. +1 (616) 693-6020
na@extremis.com

Available from Monday to Friday

8:00 AM till 12:30 and 1:00 till 5:30 PM




